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Connect with us

Summary

Highlights

Captured new consumer 
trends where the brand can 
create impact using digital 
media

Built insight for different 
consumer segments enabling 
brand managers with a digital 
persona of their customer

Mapped their current 
marketing calendar with 
digital consumer insight to 
finds gaps and opportunities

Procter & Gamble engaged TO THE NEW to analyze social and search trends emerging out of Philippines. The detailed 
social media audit helped to optimize the marketing calendar and identify key marketing opportunities for their leading 
product. 

Procter & Gamble  is one of the world’s largest FMCG companies  with 
products sold in more than 180 countries. We worked with one of the 
their most iconic and old brands to help P&G compete against local and 
new products on the digital front.

They wanted us to enable the brand marketers in Philippines with  
insights about their digital customers so they could create an optimized 
digital content calendar.  The analysis involved understanding their 
preferences and perceptions, capturing key trends and mapping out 
the competitive landscape.

Key Deliverables

Used social media to deep dive into chosen topics and categories 
which were growing in search volumes
Analyzed all the interconnected social media data and investigated 
if the product can be effectively marketed with which segments

Mapped the competitive landscape gathering relevant insights 

Optimized the digital content calendar for key marketing investment 
cycles
Analyzed product trends in health, soaps and beauty
Identified marketing opportunities where the brand can play a role 
at enabling a closer connect with key customer segments

# SocialMediaAudit     #Analytics

Procter & Gamble
Digital analytics to identify key marketing opportunities  

https://www.linkedin.com/company/tothenew
https://twitter.com/TOTHENEW
https://www.facebook.com/tothenewdigital/
https://plus.google.com/+Tothenew
https://www.youtube.com/c/tothenew
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Talk to Our Expertswww.tothenew.com

Know more about our Analytics offerings

Key Features

Search Engine Analytics
Social Brand Affinity Analysis
Social Content Analysis
Social Engagement Analysis
Google Trend Analysis
ThoughtBuzz
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